Sports Premium - St Laurence Primary

Sports Premium Overview
The Sports premium funding must be used to fund improvements to the provision of PE and sport, for the
benefit of primary-aged pupils so that they develop healthy lifestyles.
Playing sport helps to keep people healthy and is good for communities. Playing sport at school or in a local
club is also the first step to competition at the highest level, which helps improve our reputation as a sporting
nation, and contributes to economic growth.
But when people leave school they often stop playing sports, which means people can’t fulfil their sporting
potential, and can lead to a less healthy lifestyle. We want to get more people playing sport safely from a
young age, and help them keep playing sport throughout their life, no matter what their economic or social
background.
Maintained schools and academies must publish, on their website, information about their use of the PE and
Sport Grant allocation.
Schools should publish the amount of grant received; how it has been spent (or will be spent) and what impact
the school has seen on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment as a result, to help to ensure that all
pupils develop healthy lifestyles.

Funding for 2017/2018
Funding Type
Lump sum awarded
Funding per eligible pupil awarded

Number

Rate

Total

1

£16,000

£16,000

163

£10

£1,630

164

£17,630

The CPD sessions are providing St. Laurence's staff with the ability to up-skill without the pressure of failure.
They enjoy the time to watch, participate and gradually build up their knowledge to deliver a session on a sport
or skill that maybe out of their comfort zone. Staff have the ability to assess as they progress, ensuring that the
development of every child is being met. They have also started to see that PE is more than just a physical
activity and exercise but that it is a cross curricular subject and has impact across the whole school learning
process.
Report writing is now based on each child's ability and development instead of just subject areas covered.
Staff are now understanding whether pupils are hitting their developmental milestones and learning how
differing teaching styles and methods can engage all pupils in a lesson.
Session Plans, schemes of work and risk assessments are being collated as they move through the process
and this is building a bank of resources for all staff to feed into and use effectively over the years to come. The
programme will continue to role into the next academic year with teachers choosing different areas and skills
to try and gradually over the next few years feel up-skilled and confident in a range od PE.
The impact of the PE coordinator undertaking the level5 primary PE school specialism and PE subject
leadership course has had a huge impact on the school. Well structured policies and planning are now in
place as well as framework and structure which will continue to show impact in years to come. The
highlighted need for assessment of learning and the delivery of an outstanding provision has seen changed
to the curriculum map to include all curriculum areas and outcomes to the fullest extent.
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St Laurence's seen first hand that knowledgeable and happy staff results in classes of children who are keen
to learn and develop and the sustainability of this is in the pupils themselves. Staff at St. Laurence's want to be
a part of their pupil's journey that ensures that they are ready to take on secondary school wit t all the
knowledge and skills to lead a healthy lifestyle.

Expenditure
Services provided by Severn Sports

£7,200

Sports Package with High School

£1,200

Swimming Tuition

£4,200

CPD for PE coordinator

£1,100

CPD for PE coordinator

£1,100

CPD Forest School

£1,200

Sports Clubs and ECB coaching

£1,300

Sports equipment Servicing

£270

Sports equipment

£85

Services provided by Severn Sports

£7,200

Continued Professional Development (CPD. PE curriculum training in house over a series of lessons which
includes team teaching and mentoring: in gymnastics, cricket, netball and age appropriate PE for infants.
Objective
Impact
Ongoing training for staff by specialist coaches to
improve skill set and expertise of staff throughout the
school.

The quality of PE teaching has been monitored by
our PE co-ordinator and the progress and
engagement of children in a variety of sports has
improved. See monitoring reports. The Energize
Award has been achieved which recognises
excellence in CPD and improved delivery of PE
teaching.

Sports Package with High School

£1,200

The Package enable pupils to participate in a number of sporting festivals and tournaments throughout the
year. It also provides the opportunity for older children to lead play in school.
Objective

Impact

To provide the opportunity to engage and compete in
a wide range of sporting experiences. Also for older
children to be trained in delivering play activities for
others.

Children have been able to experience a higher level
of competition and benefit from the exposure of
playing against other teams. The school has been
extremely successful in every competition it has
entered in all ages and abilities.

Swimming Tuition
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£4,200
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Tuition and Pool Hire
Objective

Impact

To enable all pupils throughout the school to learn
how to swim so that the minimum requirements of the
national curriculum are met.

All pupils have the opportunity to swim regularly and
as a consequence the high standard of swimming
throughout the school: success in the swimming gala;
all year 6 pupils meet required standard.

CPD for PE coordinator

£1,100

Level 5 PE sports specialism
Objective
Analysing the sports provision and leading
improvements across two school so that the breadth
and range of PE is outstanding.

Impact
Well structured planning and policies are now in
place which will continue to show impact for years to
come. The highlighted need for assessment for
learning and the delivery of outstanding provision has
impacted significantly in all areas of the PE
curriculum.

CPD for PE coordinator

£1,100

Level 5 PE sports specialism
Objective
Analysing the sports provision and leading
improvements across two school so that the breadth
and range of PE is outstanding.

Impact
Well structured planning and policies are now in
place which will continue to show impact for years to
come. The highlighted need for assessment for
learning and the delivery of outstanding provision has
impacted significantly in all areas of the PE
curriculum.

CPD Forest School

£1,200

Training of additional Forest schools teacher in year 1.
Objective
Impact
The training of an additional teacher in the delivery of
Forest School Education for infants to extend our
provision to cover a range of year groups.

Sports Clubs and ECB coaching
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The quality and breadth of Forest School Learning
has been extended to cover all children from the age
of 4 to 6. The quality of the ;learning is enhance by
the ability and knowledge of the staff and the
opportunity to visit LA site in the Mortimer forest.

£1,300
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Extra curricular clubs lead by an experienced coach
alongside school staff in cricket and football.

Objective

Impact
The school is proud of the inclusive nature of these
clubs with many SEND pupils participating. IN
addition the school has now won the regional cricket
tournament four times out of the last five years.

The give the opportunity for children (and staff) to
experience first class coaching from specialists.

Sports equipment Servicing

£270

Objective

Impact

To ensure that all the gymnastics equipment is safe
and fit for purpose.

Any faulty equipment is either replaced or repaired.
Pupils continue to experience high quality gymnastics
training.

Sports equipment

£85

The replacement of sports equipment.
Objective

Impact

To replace and improve the quality of equipment to
ensure that pupils can access all sports.

Equipment is fit for purpose: see coordinators audit.
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